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The #1 Step-by-Step Guide to Search Marketing Success...Now Updated and Reorganized to
Help You Drive Even More Value For years, Search Engine Marketing, Inc. has been the
definitive practical guide to driving value from search. Now, Mike Moran and Bill Hunt have
completely rewritten their best-seller to present valuable new strategies, best practices, and
lessons from experience. Their revamped and reorganized Third Edition introduces a holistic
approach that integrates organic and paid search, and complements them both with social
media. This new approach can transform the way you think about search, plan it, and profit from
it. Moran and Hunt address every business, writing, and technical element of successful search
engine marketing. Whatever your background, they help you fill your skills gaps and leverage the
experience you already have. You’ll learn how search engines and search marketing work today,
and how to segment searchers based on their behavior, successfully anticipating what they’re
looking for. You’ll walk through formulating your custom program: identifying goals, assessing
where you stand, estimating costs, choosing strategy, and gaining buy-in. Next, you’ll focus on
execution: identifying challenges, diagnosing and fixing problems, measuring performance, and
continually improving your program. You’ll learn how toFocus relentlessly on business value, not
tacticsOvercome the obstacles that make search marketing so challengingGet into your
searcher’s mind, and discover how her behavior may change based on situation or
deviceUnderstand what happens technically when a user searches—and make the most of that
knowledgeCreate a focused program that can earn the support it will need to succeedClarify
your goals and link them to specific measurementsCraft search terms and copy that attracts
your best prospects and customersOptimize content by getting writers and tech people working
togetherAddress the critical challenges of quality in both paid and organic searchAvoid overly
clever tricks that can destroy your effectivenessIdentify and resolve problems as soon as they
emergeRedesign day-to-day operating procedures to optimize search performanceWhether
you’re a marketer, tech professional, product manager, or content specialist, this guide will help
you define realistic goals, craft a best-practices program for achieving them, and implement it
flawlessly. NEW COMPANION WEBSITE PACKED WITH TOOLS AND
RESOURCESSEMincBook.com includes exclusive tools, deeper explorations of key search
management techniques, and updates on emerging trends in the
field mikemoran.comwhunt.comSEMincBook.com 

About the AuthorMike Moran has worked on the web since its inception, in both marketing and
technical roles, including eight years at IBM.com, IBM’s customer-facing website. In 2008, Mike
retired from IBM to pursue speaking, writing, and consulting at Mike Moran Group, and also
serves as a senior strategist for both the social media consultancy Converseon, and its spin-off



social analytics company, Revealed Context. He’s twice been named one of the top 50 Internet
marketers and regularly consults for Fortune 500 companies around the world. Mike is also the
author of Do It Wrong Quickly: How the Web Changes the Old Marketing Rules, perhaps the first
book on agile marketing. He writes regular columns on digital marketing at WebProNews and
Search Engine Guide, and is the founder and senior author at Biznology
(www.biznology.com).He’s a Senior Fellow of the Society for New Communications Research
and an Open Group Distinguished IT Specialist. Mike is a frequent keynote speaker on digital
marketing at events around the world, serves as a Visiting Lecturer to the University of Virginia’s
Darden School of Business, works as an instructor for both Rutgers University and the University
of California at Irvine, and holds an Advanced Certificate in Market Management Practice from
the Royal UK Charter Institute of Marketing. Mike also has a broad technical background, with
over 30 years of experience in search technology, working at IBM Research, Lotus, and other
IBM software units. He led the product team that developed the first commercial linguistic search
engine in 1989 and has been granted 11 patents in search and retrieval technology. He led the
integration of ibm.com’s site search technologies as well as projects in content management,
personalization, and web metrics. Mike led the adoption of search marketing at ibm.com back in
2001 and pioneered product search facilities that dramatically raised conversion rates. Mike was
named an IBM Distinguished Engineer in 2005. Mike can be reached through his website
(www.mikemoran.com). Bill Hunt has been a pioneer in search marketing, first optimizing pages
in 1994. He is considered the top thought leader on enterprise and global search engine
marketing and is an internationally recognized search marketing expert who has spoken at
conferences in over 30 countries. Press, industry analysts, and corporate leaders frequently
seek Bill’s advice to help them effectively leverage enterprise and global search marketing. Bill is
the CEO of Back Azimuth Consulting. Through Back Azimuth, Bill provides cutting-edge
keyword data-mining models to identify missed opportunities and increase revenue based on
understanding consumer needs. Bill is also responsible for Back Azimuth’s search marketing
thought leadership and for developing global search marketing strategic roadmaps for
multinational corporations such as Absolut Vodka, Cisco, HP, MGM, and Pernod-Ricard. Bill is a
veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, and he earned a B.A. in Asian Studies/Japanese from the
University of Maryland, Tokyo Campus, and a B.S. in International Business from California
State University, Los Angeles. Bill can be reached through his company website (www. back-
azimuth.com) or his blog (www.whunt.com).  --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Laura, “Better than expected!. Bought this book since it was required for a university class. It was
marked as being in Used Very Good but it might as well have been in Like New condition!!
Totally happy with my purchase, there is virtually nothing wrong with it. No writing, no marks, no
highlighting, no tears! Only "imperfection is the bottom right corners have a crease bit its okay
since its small and doesn't affect readability!”

LH from Philadelphia, “Mike Moran is a Search Engine Marketing Subject Matter Expert.. A
comprehensive reference book on SEM. MIke Moran presents the content in a manner that
makes the info easy to understand. This book is a great investment for marketing leaders who
need to understand SEM from the inside out.”

Tim Peter, “Search engine marketing expertise to drive business results. Search engine
marketing -- both paid and organic -- is an ever-changing field. And just when you think you've
got it figured out, Google goes and changes the rules on you. Happily Hunt and Moran's "Search
Engine Marketing, Inc.: Driving Search Traffic to Your Company's Website" provides the right mix
of search engine marketing fundamentals, strategic insights, and practical knowledge to help
you think about how to make search work for your business, no matter what changes Google
makes.Beginning search engine marketers will appreciate the easy, conversational style and
straightforward explanations, while more advanced practitioners will find new insights into how
to increase the value of their search marketing efforts for their businesses. A great read and
highly recommended.”

Jan, “The Third Edition is Seriously Updated. This book is loaded with great information. I read
the second edition years ago and it was terrific. I was teaching digital marketing at the time and I
had it on the recommended reading list. This new edition has been seriously updated, so even if
you read the earlier editions, you should read this one. It really is a must read for anyone who
wants to understand SEM and SEO - or needs to update their knowledge.”

MJ Acharya, “Very practical guide for small business owners & aspiring SEM's.. I've had to read
this book for a class I'm taking through UC-Irvine for a professional accreditation in SEO.
Granted, it helps that I have a background in SEO/SEM already, but I think that, along with the
principles that are discussed in this book, it's the Opportunity Worksheets, forecasting help and
websites/tools to use that have really helped in a practical sense. I don't think that SEO/SEM are
necessarily easy to understand, but the authors certainly offer a lot of examples and practical,
real-world advice to help a business get started on their strategy. Highly recommended for small
business owners & aspiring SEM's.”

Stephanie Trendowski, “Five Stars. Great info for digital marketing class.”



Frank'sThinking, “The Book Depository Ltd - professional service. New book arrived in very
good condition.Very good information for marketing.My first real step into S.E.M. so nothing to
compare with yet.Very Happy Thanks.”

The book by Mike Moran has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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